A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO PAINT FAILURE

The trouble with paint is that it forms a film. And when the weather starts working on this film, you get paint failure:

Cracking from heat and cold that stretch paint beyond the limit.

Peeling when the paint doesn’t stick to what’s underneath.

When there’s moisture in the wood or under the paint, it happens with Olympic Solid Color Stain. It doesn’t form into the wood and it breathes — can’t crack, peel or flake. Stain costs less than paint, but it’s so rich in pigment it applies light colors over dark.

Apply Olympic Solid Color Stain over new wood or pared old painted surface, the stain will last longer, ul, and stay beautiful.

GE offers three new Elec-Traks

The EBM above is one of three new tractors added to GE’s Elec-Trak line this spring. With three Power Pack units powering the driver motor and a 36-inch rotary mower, the EBM will cut one acre of lawn before recharging. The heavy-duty transaxle has three forward speeds, one reverse, and it operates with a single-pedal foot clutch/brake. In addition to this 8-hp model, the new Elec-Traks include 10 and 12-hp units.

The Snapper Riding Mower.

Most people don’t know that it can take the place of a bulky garden tractor in most instances. And that it costs far less. With the proper attachments, the Comet can doze, sweep, fertilize, aerate, even haul. And it’s specifically designed to mow your lawn. With vacuum action and an optional, big six-bushel bag, the Comet actually cleans your lawn as it cuts. See one for yourself. It’s what we say it is.